


History of the church 
 

  

 The church of Saint Richardis 
stands on a hillock overlooking the 
village, which was built in concentric 
circles around the church. From a very 
early era, the advantages presented by 
the site did not go unnoticed as it has 
been inhabited since Gallo-Roman 
times at least; indeed, in 1892 a 
funeral stele from the beginning of the 
4th century, depicting a peasant couple, 
was discovered under the house near 

the bell-tower. 
 
During the high Middle Ages, the Merovingian kings of Austrasia 
possessed a residence in Marlenheim controlling a great many royal 
estates. Gregory of Tours, in his Histoire des Francs (History of the 
Franks), mentions the presence in 590 of a royal oratory in Marlenheim¹. 
We do not know whether this place of worship, which is reputedly the 
oldest rural shrine in Alsace, and which may have been situated on the 
site of the current church, was a private royal chapel or in fact a place of 
worship open to the local population. 
 
We know neither when the medieval church was built nor what it looked 
like. We do know, however, that it was surrounded at an early stage by 
an enclosed area that was initially not a burial ground but a Friedhof ² as 
the inhabitants were parishioners of the mother church in Kirchheim³ 
and were obliged to bury their dead there. It was not until the 16th 
century that the mother church relaxed its authority and the Friedhof 
became a real graveyard. 
 
In 1716, the old nave, in danger of collapse, was rebuilt. We know what 
the edifice looked like after this first phase of work from a drawing (see 
below), showing the bell-tower next to the chancel, and from a plan from 
1823 (see enclosed plan). The church tower may have dated back to the 
Romanesque era, at least as concerns its lower, vaulted part. 
 
 
¹ In oratorium domus Marilegensis; this is one of the oldest known names for Marlenheim, the oldest 
dating back to 589: Marilegio villa. 
² Literally "place of peace", a community and public consecrated place set around a church but devoid 
of tombs. 
³ Village situated 1km south of Marlenheim. 



 
 
The bishop of Strasbourg 
granted the status of parish to 
the community of Marlenheim in 
1756; in so doing, he 
regularised a situation that had 
already become an established 
fact. During the French 
Revolution, the church was used 
temporarily for the Cult of 
Reason. 
 

 
 

The church according to the communal land plan (ca. 1760) 
 
 
  
 In 1822, the cemetery, which still surrounded the church, was 
moved to the north of the village, allowing the building, which was 
considered too cramped, to be expanded. Between 1823 and 1825, in 
accordance with plans by the architect for the region François Reiner, the 
height and length of the nave were increased, and a larger chancel was 
built, while a new bell-tower was annexed to the west gable. The 
similarity between the roof of the new tower and the roof of the chapel 
(1683-1772) on the hill is apparent; obviously, the master builder drew 
inspiration from the latter. These various additions in neoclassical style 
have given the building the appearance it has today. 

 

Saint Richardis 
 
  
 Born in approximately 840, Richardis was 
the daughter of Erchanger, Duke of Alsace. In 
862, she married the future Charles III, 
known as Charles the Fat (great-grandson of 
Charlemagne), who was King of Germania 
from 882 to 887, King of France from 884 to 
887 and Emperor from 881 to 887. As 
Empress, Richardis stayed in the residence in 
Marlenheim-Kirchheim.  



 According to tradition, it was there in 887 that she underwent trial 
by fire (God's judgement rendered by the elements, consisting here of 
walking on hot coals) having been accused of adultery. After successfully 
undergoing the ordeal, Richardis was proclaimed innocent and she 
retreated to the abbey of Andlau that she had founded in 880 and where 
she remained until her death between 894 and 896. In 1049, Richardis 
was canonised by the Alsatian Pope Leo IX. 

 

The church interior 
 
 The porch opens onto the nave via a portal (1) in the classical style, 
dating back to 1716. The semi-circular arch is flanked by two fluted and 
cabled pilasters belonging to the Tuscan order. 
 
 The nave's ceiling (2) is decorated with frescoes painted in 1924 by 
the famous Alsatian artist René Kuder, a native of Villé and a pupil of 
Martin Feuerstein's at the Munich Academy of Fine Arts. Its centre 
depicts the Assumption, while the Four Evangelists adorn the corner 
medallions. 
 
 As we make our way along the north wall, we can admire a baroque 
Madonna (3) and an early 18th century pulpit (4). The pulpit consists of 

a polygonal body, a back panel depicting the 
Good Shepherd and a canopy surmounted by the 
archangel Michael; the domed niches containing 
statues of the Evangelists (copies of the 
originals), separated by Ionic colonnettes, are in 
keeping with a local tradition inherited from the 
Renaissance. 
 
 As we continue, we can admire the 
neoclassical side altars (5). These were 
designed by the district architect Samain and 
built in 1840 by the Miller-Thiry workshops in 
Nancy. Two Corinthian pilasters, crowned by a 
pediment, frame the paintings, which depict the 

Visitation of the Blessed Virgin Mary (left), where Mary visits her cousin 
Elisabeth, and the Death of Saint Joseph (right); both paintings are 
attributed to Jean Oster, a painter who probably never existed and is 
confused with the Strasbourg artist Michel Oster (1807- 1870). 



Nave in 1716 
 
Old chancel and bell-tower 
 
Changes 1823-1825 and later 



  
 On the chancel panelling are twenty-four panels (6) in succession, 
decorated with sepia paintings. These were painted by Oster between 
1830 and 1842 at the behest of Monsignor Le Pappe de Trévern, the 
Bishop of Strasbourg, who lived in Marlenheim at the time. The paintings 
depict scenes from the life of Christ. 
 
 Dating back to 1671, the baptismal fonts (7) bear the coopers' 
emblem, an allusion to the village's viticultural activities. With their 
slightly raised decoration imitating wrought ironwork, they belong to the 
late Renaissance era.  
 
 The eye is drawn by the vibrant 
colours of the two stained glass (8) 
windows in Neo-Renaissance style. 
Made in Munich in 1886, they depict 
Henry II, called Henry the Holy, 
(Germanic Emperor from 1002 to 
1024, canonised in 1146) and Saint 
Anne. The two stained glass windows 
completing the series have been 
partially remounted at the back of the 
nave (8a). They show Saint Maternus, 
the 4th century evangelist from Alsace, 
baptising a heathen, and Saint Attalia 
(ca. 690-ca.741), the first abbess of 
Saint Stephen's convent in Strasbourg, depicted in the lower medallion, 
adapted from a drawing by the famous organ builder Jean André 
Silbermann (1716-1783). 
 
 Since 1966, the east wall of the chancel has been adorned with a 
series of ceramics (9) created by the wife of the Parisian artist Paul 
Bony; we can see Saint Richardis to the left and to the right Saint 
Arbogast, patron saint of the diocese of Strasbourg. 
 
 From the chancel, there is a superb view of the organ (10), built in 
1842 by the Alsatian organ builders Joseph Stiehr and Xavier Mockers, 
and refurbished in 1925-1926 by Edmond-Alexandre Roethinger. 
 
 Let us now make our way towards the side door. It is surmounted by 
a group sculpture (11), which was initially located in the chapel, 
depicting Saint Anne, the Virgin and the Infant Jesus. Although the style 
of the sculpture is Late Gothic, it undoubtedly only dates back to the 17th 
century. 



The church exterior 
 

 Above the door is a Romanesque 
tympanum (12) that dates back to 1190 
and probably came from the old church. 
It illustrates the theme of donatio: Christ 
giving a key to Saint Peter and a book to 
Saint Paul. Only two other identifiable 
depictions of this scene still exist in 
Alsace: one in Andlau (ca. 1150) and the 
other in Sigolsheim (ca.1200). It is also 
the only figural depiction in the 

Romanesque style between Saverne and Molsheim. 
 
 To the right of the door there is a skilfully 
crafted bas-relief of the Mount of Olives (13) 
dated 1653 and heralding the advent of the 
baroque style; we can see Christ at prayer, in 
the company of Saint John, the youngest 
member, the bearded Saint James, and Saint 
Peter armed with a sword. 
 
 Towards the west, there is a sundial 
gnomon (14), used in the 19th century to show noon precisely and allow 
the church clock to be set. This type of "meridian" instrument was very 
common in Alsace. 
 
 In the corner formed by the east wall of the nave and the south wall 
of the chancel there is a baroque memorial stone (15), which was 
damaged during the French revolution and which bears the name of the 
local clerk of the court Philippe Jacques Mader, who died in 1743. 
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Tympanum above the side door (ca. 
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